
THE BOULEUTIC LIST OF 304/3 B. C. 

(PLATES 61-64) 
NOTE 

A ErER the publication of Prytaneis (Hesperia, Suppl. I, 1937), a collection of 
the lists of the Athenian Bouleutai was planned as a companion volume. 

Systematic material, first the inscriptions themselves, then matter on the demes, on 
representation, and on numerous other aspects, was collected by the undersigned, 
and beginnings were made of detailed studies of all the Bouleutic lists of the fourth 
century ante-307/6 B.C. These texts had been published, most of them in I.G., 
II2, ii, 2 (1931), but in every case much remained to be done. H. J. Carroll, Jr. 
undertook and in 1955 completed a dissertation (Harvard University) which included 
texts and commentary for the entire group. Carroll made interesting studies of other 
aspects also, notably, following J. Sundwall, the economic and social status of the 
bouleutai. 

The Agora excavations had produced scores of fragments that belonged to three 
lists of soon after 307/6 B.C. These lists were like the earlier ones, but longer, i.e. 
they included the whole Boule, now of 600 men; with patronymnics, each list originally 
had 1200 names. The editing, including preliminary texts, was begun by the under- 
signed, and I was able to discover the principle of organization of the Macedonian 
phylai. Further progress could be made only in Athens, and D. F. Ogden, who was 
there, devoted most of a year to the task. Working systematically on the present 
inscription and on the two others, he solved various problems of detail and of the 
design of the whole; he was further assisted by B. D. Meritt, with prosopographical 
work in Princeton. 

Unfortunately Ogden's progress toward the doctorate was so seriously inter- 
rupted by several years of military service that at the end he decided against a return 
to academic life. After being briefed during the spring of 1965 in Cambridge, in 
the summer J. S. Traill, Norton Fellow of Harvard University, was able to resume 
the work in Greece. In three months of continuous study he completed the present 
edition of Agora Inv. No. I 249 and of other fragments belonging with it. Although 
it incorporates the work of his predecessors, whose participation will be acknowledged 
as co-authors signing the eventual book, the present article is Traill's in the sense that 
apart from slight additions to his typescript, all of it was re-studied and drafted by 
him. Moreover it includes notable contributions of his own. 

The content of the present publication, in respect to all matters that it treats in 
detail, is intended to be as nearly final as is now possible. A variety of topics remain 
for the eventual book, but first the other two lists of post-307/6 must be published, 
and Traill has now undertaken the study of them. 

S. Dow 
Hesperia, XXXV, 3 
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206 JOHN S. TRAILL 

INTRODUCTION 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Of the twenty-five fragments belonging to the bouleutic list of 304/3 only 
three have been published: one appears in the Corpus as I.G., 12, 2413, a fragment 
which has long since disappeared and which cannot be studied in any better detail 
than what the Corpus itself offers; the other two, I 249a and I 351, have been pub- 
lished in Hesperia. Seven other fragments that belong to I 249, viz. I 1858, 1859, 
1864, 1865, 1867, 1868, and 1960, are cited briefly in a footnote along with fragments 
of various other inscriptions which were found together in a heavy Roman screen 
wall of the first century after Christ discovered on the west side of the Market 
Square. The following list gives the dates and places of these publications: 

Agora Our 
Inventory Fragment Publication 
Number Nuiber 

I 249a G J. H. Oliver, Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 497-498, No. 13 
I 351 U B. D. Meritt, Hesperica, III, 1934, pp. 8-9, No. 10 
I 1858 P 
I 1859 R 
I 1864 K 
I 1865 J 
I 1867 A H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 168, note 2 
I 1868 B 
I 1960 M 

Four parallel inscriptions, fragments of Prytany Lists of Antigonis and Aiantis 
of the same year, have also been published in Hesperia: 

Agora 
Inventory Publication 
Number 

I 597b J. H. Oliver, Hesperica, II, 1933, pp. 499-500, No. 14 
I 5456 W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pp. 184-185, No. 91 
I 5258 B. D. Meritt, Hesperica, XXIX, 1960, p. 53, No. 71 
I 6143 B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, p. 169, No. 23 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAGMENTS 

The twenty-four' fragments that were discovered in the Agora excavations 
can most conveniently be described in a table of physical data together with the aid 
of photographs and a diagram representing the relative sizes and positions within 

1 No statistics are recorded for I.G., II2, 2413, now lost. 
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the stele of the various fragments. The existing individual and joining fragments 
are illustrated in the photographs on Plates 61-64. The drawing (Fig. 1 on p. 218) 
provides a reconstruction of the whole stele showing the proper or probable position 
of each fragment, including I.G., I2, 2413. 

Pertinent information about inventories, dimensions, and preserved thicknesses 
and sides is given in Table I, below. Where in the table separate figures are not given 
for the overall size, it is to be understood that it is not at all, or negligibly, different 
from the size of the inscribed face. As is usual, "height " and " width" refer to 
the maximum dimensions obtained by measuring, respectively, perpendicularly to or 
parallel with the inscribed lines. 

Joins are indicated in the table by brackets connecting the joined fragments, 
and the resulting increased dimensions have also been given. All the joins except 
that of fragments K-L-M have been known for many years, and the pieces have 
long been cemented together. When fragment L was found in 1952 it was recognized 
immediately and joined with cement to fragment K. The fact that fragment M also 
joined was discovered only more recently. 

Fragments E and F (I 622b and I 622a, respectively) were so numbered as to 
suggest either that they were found together or that they joined. The record shows 
that in fact they were not found together, and there is no join between them. Their 
relative positions will be discussed below (pp. 212-214). 

TABLE I: PHYSICAL DATA 

Our Agora Original Original 
Fragment Inventory Height Width Thickness Side 
Number Number Preserved Preserved 

f A I 1867 face 0.066 0.026 
B I 1868 face 0.038 0.023 

A and B joined 0.105 0.028 
C I 1878 face 0.082 0.071 

overall 0.109 0.081 
D I 1852 face 0.139 0.080 

overall 0.220 0.090 
E I 622b face 0.103 0.144 

overall 0.192 0.214 
F I 622a face 0.109 0.063 
G I 249a face 0.148 0.168 0.215 Left 

overall 0.390 0.230 
H I 1729a face 0.189 0.312 Left 

overall 0.320 0.350 
I I 701 face 0.256 0.298 

overall 0.320 0.330 
J I 1865 face 0.094 0.107 
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Our Agora Original Original 
Fragment Inventory Height Width Thickness Side 
Number Number Preserved Preserved 

overall 0.170 0.110 
F, G, H, I and J joined 0.618 0.480 

K I 1864 face 0.097 0.061 Left 
L I 18642 face 0.264 0.173 Left 

overall 0.400 0.260 
M I 1960 face 0.017 0.025 Left 

overall 0.180 0.130 
K, L and M joined face 0.262 0.215 

overall 0.440 0.260 
* N I 1729b face 0.195 0.158 0.239 

overall 0.260 0.330 
{ O I 1856 face 0.099 0.038 

N and 0 joined face 0.210 0.170 
P 1 1858 face 0.112 0.107 
Q I 1729c face 0.078 0.065 

overall 0.130 0.150 
R I 18593 0.034 0.041 
S I 1872, face 0.116 0.053 
T I 1873 face 0.045 0.061 
U I 351 face 0.068 0.075 0.217 Right 

overall 0.290 0.250 
(V I 249b face 0.388 0.330 Right 
Lw I 249b face 0.189 0.182 0.221 Right 

overall 0.360 0.490 
V and W joined face 0.498 0.342 

overall 0.580 0.390 
X 1 1765 face 0.116 0.092 Right 

DATES AND PLACES OF FINDING 

Table II, below gives the date and place of discovery of each fragment, together 
with such details of context as are pertinent. This information was gathered from 

2 This fragment, though found many years later than fragment K and in a different location 
(see Table II, below), was never given a separate inventory number but was recognized and 
joined to fragment K (I 1864) immediately. 

3 This tiny fragment has disappeared and is not available for measurement. The dimensions 
given are taken from the card for 1 1859 in the Agora Inventory File. 
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the cards in the Agora Inventory Files and, when necessary for closer details, from 
the field notebooks of the excavators. The " sections " referred to are those of the 
City Grid superimposed on the Agora. The reader is referred to Hesperica, XXII, 
1953, Plate 12, where a grid plan of the whole Agora is published. 

TABLE II: DATES AND PLACES OF FINDING 

Our Agora 
Fragment Inventory Date of Finding Section Details of Context 
Number Number 

A I 1867 April 25, 1934 F 11 In late fill; cement as 
if from heavy Roman 
wall. 

B 1 1868 April 25, 1934 G 11 In late fill; cement as 
if from heavy Roman 
wall. 

C I 1878 April 26, 1934 F 11 Marble dump; region 
of the Tholos. 

D I 1852 April, 1934 H 10-11 Marble dump; north- 
west corner of Mar- 
ket Square. 

E I 622b February 22, 1935 N-O 14 Among marbles from 
the " east cut." 

F I 622a March 28, 1933 H 12 Marble dump, in 
mixed fill. 

G I 249a 1933, pre-excavation H 12 Modern House (632/ 
2B) 

H I 1729a March 31, 1934 H 9 Late wall on south 
side of Metroon, 
Room iii, of Period 
V, at one meter. 

I I 701 April 19, 1933 J 13 In " Trench M " in a 
modern cellar wall. 

J I 1865 April 25, 1934 G 11 In late fill; cement as 
if from heavy Roman 
wall. 

K I 1864 April 25, 1934 G 11 In late fill; cement as 
if from heavy Roman 
wall. 

L I 1864 Febrtuary 2, 1952 O-Q 16-17 From modern house 
beside Church of the 
Holy Apostles. 
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Our Agora 
Fragment Inventory Date of Finding Section Details of Context 
Number Number 

M I 1960 May 11, 1934 F 11 Marble dump;cement 
as if from heavy Ro- 
man wall. 

N I 1729b March 31, 1934 H 9 Late wall on south 
side of Metroon, 
Room iii, of Period 
V, at one meter. 

O I 1856 April 24, 1934 F 11 In late fill. 
P I 1858 April 24, 1934 F 11 In late fill; cement as 

if from heavy Roman 
wall. 

Q I 1729c March 31, 1934 H9 Late wall on south 
side of Metroon, 
Room iii, of Period 
V, at one meter. 

R I 1859 April 24, 1934 F 11 In late fill; cement as 
if from heavy Roman 
wall. 

S I 1872 April 25, 1934 F 11 In late fill. 
T I 1873 April 25, 1934 F 11 In late fill. 
U I 351 1933, pre-excavation I-L 5-84 Marble dump near al- 

tar of the Twelve 
Gods. 

V I 249b May 17, 1937 K 7 East wall of modern 
Room H. 

W I 249b May 25, 1937 K 7 Marble Pile. 
X I 1765 April 11, 1934 F 11 In late fill. 

ORIGINAL POSITION OF THE STELE 

Reference to the plan of the Agora will show that no fewer than eighteen of 
the fragments come from a region between and just west of the Tholos and the 
Metroon, that is, from an area very close to the Old Bouleuterion, where a stele 
listing the bouleutai honored by the Demos might naturally stand (at least prior 

4 For this fragment no exact location on the old section letters is given; hence the provenience 
cannot be " translated " more accurately than as listed here. The section letter in question is H. 
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to ca. 190 B.C., after which date such inscriptions were set up elsewhere). Of the 
remaining six fragments three come from the region of the Altar of the Twelve 
Gods (U, V, and W) and one comes from the Middle Stoa (I). Only two fragments 
were found at a considerable distance from the area of the Old Bouleuterion, one 
(E) near the Church of the Holy Apostles, and the other (L) further to the south- 
east. That both belong to this inscription is demonstrated by the fact that fragment 
E is closely associated with F and that lines may indeed be restored between them 
(cf. p. 220) and by the fact that fragment L joins K and M, which were discovered 
near the Old Bouleuterion. 

Only one of the eighteen fragments of inscriptions listed by H. A. Thompson 
(Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 168, note 2) as coming from the heavy Roman screen wall 
of the Bouleuterion has a positive date as late as ca. 190 B.C. (I 1492).5 The great 
bulk of the fragments date from the late fourth and from the third centuries. Seven 
of the total eighteen belong to our catalogue (cf. above, p. 206), but no other bouleutic 
list appears to be represented among the remaining pieces. 

It seems, therefore, that this inscription stood in the area south of the Old 
Bouleuterion, probably down to the destruction of the Agora by Sulla's soldiers in 
86 B.C., when it was doubtless broken or badly damaged. Some of the fragments 
were probably broken again before being incorporated into the screen wall, while 
others were carted away at later dates and either re-used or merely dumped as fill. 

ASSIGNMENT AND REJ ECTION OF FRAGMENTS 

Lettering and spacing provide the basic criteria by which fragments belonging 
with I 249 can be recognized. Since, however, in this inscription the lettering and 
spacing are of two kinds, and since the lettering is not perfectly consistent, extreme 
caution must be exercised and other criteria considered. The technical data of letter- 
ing, spacing, margination, indentation and other details of this nature are outlined 
below (pp. 214-216). 

Joins have reduced the number of independent fragments from twenty-five to 
sixteen (or fifteen if I.G., 12, 2413 joins fragments F-G-H-I-J) and also linked the 
numerous proveniences with the region of the Old Bouleuterion, where the core of 
the original stele was found. These sixteen fragments are divided by lettering and 
spacing into two groups, those which belong to the heading (stoichedon) and those 
which belong to the body of the inscription (non-stoichedon). Fragment F, which 
preserves part of the heading and is joined to fragment G which belongs to the body 
of the inscription, provides a link between the two groups and a positive criterion by 
which to test other fragments assigned to the heading but preserving no part of the 

5 This was published in Hesperia, Suppl. I, 1937, pp. 96-100, No. 47. The date has more 
recently been given either as 181/0 or as 193/2; cf. Meritt, The Athenian Year, p. 236, and 
T.A.P.A., XCV, 1964, p. 240. 
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main text. Four such fragments have been assigned: fragments A-B (I 1867 and 
I 1868), fragment C (I 1878), and fragment D (I 1852). All four come from the 
region of the Old Bouleuterion, though D was somewhat separated from the others 
and quite possibly does not belong to this inscription. In terms of lettering they all 
agree with information provided by fragment F and hence are tied in with the 
main body of the inscription. Comment has already been made on the only other 
preserved member of the heading, fragment E (cf. p. 211) , which appears to be closely 
associated with fragment F and which in addition contains part of the rasira of 
the name of the phyle Demetrias which was inscribed as a heading over the second 
column in the body of the catalogue. 

The lettering and spacing of the other fragments assigned to the catalogue, except 
for I.G., I,2 2413, for which no statistics are preserved and whose association with 
this inscription will be discussed below, agree with the information of the joined 
fragments G-H-I-J. With the exception of the fragments E, I, and L (see p. 211) 
and V-W and U, which may possibly not belong to this inscription, all the fragments 
assigned to the catalogue can be linked in provenience with the area of the Old 
Bouleuterion. 

The assignment of the fragment I.G., II2, 2413, the text of lines 56-78, presents 
a special problem. It was first published in J. L. Ussing, Graeske og Latinske Ind- 
skrifter i Kjabenhazn (Copenhagen, 1854), p. 23, No. 2. Ussing based his text on 
a reading of the inscription made in Athens by P. 0. Br6nsted. Br6nsted died in 1842. 
His Reisen appeared in 1826 and 1830 and he probably saw the present inscription 
before 1825. Thereafter it became, and is still, lost. Ussing's version of Br6nsted's 
copy was itself copied by A. Kirchhoff for U. Koehler who published it in I.G., II, 
1024. From this it was republished by Kirchner as I.G., 12, 2413. Naturally any 
particular detail can be suspected, but the pedigree is a good one, and indicates that 
for a majority of the particulars of the spacing, and for the text, we should trust it. 

I.G., II2, 2413 was first associated with our catalogue by W. K. Pritchett (per 
litt. to S. Dow), who by discovering the date of I 249 and by proving that I.G., 12, 

2413 belonged to Antigonis and to the same year (304/3) was able to bring the two 
inscriptions together into one text. He had not, however, drawn up the complete text; 
hence the minor problem which arises, and which is discussed here, is new. 

Nothing is known about the fragment except what can be inferred from the copy. 
It appears that the left edge of the stone was preserved from about line- 3 (our 58) to 
about line 22 (our 77). Evidently the stone was broken at the top and bottom. As 
to the right side, see below. No measurements or other physical details are available, 
except that the condition of the marble appears to have been good, i.e. the letters were 
legible, at least. The text as we have it contains three significant errors, which were 
presumably made by the mason: line 14 (our 69) reads TEIJAMENHJ HTOONIKOT 
(for TetWrajufev' llv6hovtKov) and line 22 (our 77) reads IIOTAMIOI (for IloTa'djoL). 

The association of I.G., 12, 2413 with the present inscription was suggested 
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chiefly by the text, which ends on fragment H with six Gargettioi, after which the 
surface and a few millimeters more are missing for a distance of about three lines, 
and which begins on I.G., 12, 2413 with the very demotic which one would expect to 
occur next, namely, Paianieis. By placing I.G., IJ2, 2413 as close as would seem 
hypothetically possible to fragment H, we would have to allow for at least nine 
Gargettioi, a rather large increase from a previously known representation of four, 
although fragment H by itself shows that there definitely was an increase at this time. 
Nor is there any other known deme in Antigonis which could be inserted in the 
space and preserve the demotic order. The Macedonian phylai do tend to list their 
demes in the order of the phylai from which they were taken, but there are exceptions, 
e.g. Demetrias on this inscription lists demes from Kekropis and Hippothontis omit- 
ting Xypetaiones, and it is perhaps wrong to assume a strict conformity to a demotic 
order. The Deiradiotai and the Eiteaioi may have been listed here, or even an unknown 
deme of Antigonis, although this seems unlikely. 

Another possibility, however, ought to be considered. For this same year (304/3) 
we have a fragment of the list of prytaneis of Antigonis, viz. Hesperia, II, 1933, 
pp. 499-500, No. 14 -I 597b (cf. Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 43, No. 8). The arguments 
for uniting I.G., II2, 2413 with this list of prytaneis are as follows: (1) The mason 
of I 597b could commit an error (KAAJMOENHI in line 9) not unlike those already 
noted on I.G., 12, 2413, whereas there are almost no errors in the scores of names in 
the catalogue of which I 249 is a part. (2) The mason of I 249 spaced the letters of 
his demotics almost twice as widely as the letters of the names. Although in I 597b 
no demotic is preserved beyond the first letter, it is notable that the Corpora show 
I.G., 112, 2413 (== I.G., II, 1024) with the demotics spaced only slightly more 
widely than (or identically with) the names. (3) In I.G., 12, 2413 the final letter of 
every single line is preserved except that of the last line, which has only two letters 
(or in the better copies three letters) anyway. It would be a curious accident if a 
stone such as that on which the present inscription is cut should break vertically 
exactly down through the gap between Cols. I and II, a gap which is in places less 
than 0.03 m. wide. The breaks of our inscription are mostly not vertical but oblique, 
and the appearance of the preserved fragments is such as to suggest that the frag- 
ment missing below fragment H and to the left of fragment I was also broken 
obliquely, so that it ought to preserve a portion of Col. II. In I 597b, on the contrary, 
the unusually wide margin at the left suggests an arrangement of the whole in two 
columns with a wide gap between. I 597b was a thin stele, and it is a familiar fact 
that post-classical builders commonly attempted to split such stelai by blows down 
the middle, in order to form brick-like building stones of proper width. (4) Finally, 
the surface of I 597b is well preserved, every letter being clearly visible, whereas the 
surface of our catalogue was originally rougher and every fragment has suffered 
some degree of defacement. This again suggests a connection between I.G., I12, 2413 
and I 597b. 
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Admittedly this all falls short of being decisive. The problem is a minor one in 
any case, since the text was undoubtedly the samne. The text of I.G., 12, 2413 is given 
here as lines 56-78, but it is perhaps safer at present to concede that the actual inscrip- 
tion was probably a part of I 597b, a prytaneis list of the same year. In any case 
the representation of Gargettos in 304/3 must depend on other considerations. 

TEClIHNICAL DATA 

1. THE HEADING (Text, lines 1-25): Preserved only in bits, but evidently of 
unusual extent; there are at least seven lines of it, and perhaps more. There is no 
reason to believe that it did not run clear across the top of the stele. 

A. Lettering: Stoichedon. 
B. Letter Height: Widest chisel used, in the height of the iota, is slightly 

under 0.008 m. 
C. Vertical Interspacing: 0.008 m. or slightly less. Height of one letter and 

one vertical interspace averages 0.015 m. 
D. Horizontal Interspacing: 0.008 m. or slightly less. Distance fromn the center 

of one stoichos to the center of the next averages 0.015 m. 
2. LIST OF THE BOULEUTAI (Text, lines 26-319 and 326-351): The names of 

the bouleutai were inscribed in vertical columns varying in width from 0.147 m. to 
0.150 m. Between the columns of names a free space was left, 0.020 m. to 0.025 m. 
wide. At either edge of the inscription a narrow mnargin was carefully observed; 
on the left this margin is consistently 0.013 m. wide, and on the right never less 
than 0.012 m. wide. Within the columnar lists there were three elements: the head- 
ings of the phylai, the demotics, and the names of the individual bouleutai. 

A. The Headings of the Phylai: Of these twelve headings only those of Erech- 
theis and Aiantis (in part) and of Antiochis (in full) are preserved (fragments J 
and V-W, lines 118, 255, and 295 of the text). The initial alpha of 'AvrtLoX8og is 
written one and a half spaces to the left of the margin formed by the lists of names. 
The letters are widely spaced, probably so as to center the heading over its column. 
There are no blank lines above or below either of the headings for Aiantis and Antio- 
chis; they were set off from the rest of the inscription simply by being written partly 
in the margin with widely spaced letters. The space above the heading for Erechtheis 
presents a problem, for which a solution is suggested below. The headings for 
Antigonis and Demetrias were erased, evenly and deeply; portions of these rasurae 
can be seen on fragments E, F, and G (see Plate 61). 

(a) Lettering: Non-stoichedon, but widely spaced to center the names of 
the phylai over the columns. 

(b) Letter Height: For Aiantis and Antiochis about the same as in the 
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demotics and names, i.e. 0.006 m. or slightly less. The rasurae obliterating 
'Avriyovt'8o3 and A-q/mqTptd6og are a full 0.011 m. to 0.012 m. high. 

(c) Vertical Interspacing: Exactly the same as that of the demotics and 
names, i.e. 0.005 m. to 0.006 m. A free space of 0.027 m. intervenes between the 
last line of the introduction and the headings of Antigonis and Demetrias. 

(d) Horizontal Interspacing: Depending on the length of the names of the 
phylai the letters were more closely or more widely spaced. For Aiantis about 
two and a half normal letter spaces intervene; for Antiochis only two or slightly 
less. 

B. The Demotics: Fifty-five (possibly fifty-six) demotics are preserved in part 
or in full. 

(a) Lettering: Non-stoichedon, but sometimes widely spaced to center the 
words over the columns. 

(b) Letter Height: Exactly the same as the lettering of the names, i.e. 
0.006 m. or slightly less. 

(c) Vertical Interspacing: 0.005 m. to 0.006 m., again agreeing with the 
lists of names. 

(d) Horizontal Interspacing: Dependent on the length of the demotic in 
question; the demotics were roughly centered over the columns, causing long 
demotics to be more closely spaced than short ones. In very short demotics as 
much as 0.014 m. may intervene between the letters. 

C. Names of the Individual Bouleutai: Long names are commonly curtailed so 
as niot to encroach on the free space left between the columns. 

(a) Lettering: Non-stoichedon. 
(b) Letter Height: Generally 0.006 m. or slightly less. The widest chisel 

used, in the height of the iota, was a shade under 0.006 m. Towards the end of 
the list, and most remarkably on fragment X, the letters are slightly smaller, 
averaging 0.005 m. or slightly more. 

(c) Vertical Interspacing: 0.005 m. to 0.006 m. Ten lines and ten vertical 
interspaces vary slightly between 0.108 m. and 0.110 m. 

(d) Horizontal Interspacing: Letters are inscribed with little or no attempt 
to crowd long names so as to make them fit, or to spread out short names 
to fill the available space. Abbreviation, i.e. curtailment, of long names is common. 

3. The List of the Officers of the Boule (Text, lines 320-325): Fragment N 
preserves the ends of six lines, three of which are definitely the ends of demotics or 
of names and demotics. A fourth line is similar and a fifth is uncertain. The sixth 
line is either blank or a very shallow rasura (see text and commentary on line 322). 
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Since one of these lines (323) contains the end of the name and the demotic of a 
well-known herald of this period, we are safe in assuming that what is preserved 
on this fragment is at least part of the list of officers of the Boule. 

Since successive lines end with demotics, it appears that in this list each line 
contained a title, name, patronymic, and demotic. This would normally require about 
forty letter spaces, or just a little more than the width of two columns of names and 
one intercolumnar space. Two of the demotics are curtailed to fit the allowed space, 
and the last letters of these are only 0.015 m. from the column of names to their right 
(see Plate 62). Clearly this list was allowed to encroach slightly on the free space 
left between the columns, which was usually at least 0.020 m. wide. 

The lettering, letter height, and spacing in this list are the same as those of the 
lists of names of the individual bouleutai. In general the lettering and arrangement 
of the text of the present inscription are similar to those of other bouleutic lists, and 
the use of indentation and spacing, as well as the size of letters, agrees with that of 
other similar monuments both of better and of inferior quality. 

The mason appears to have been the same throughout. Though not of the highest 
quality or consistency his lettering is generally accurate and legible. His most note- 
worthy habit is the occasional omission of the cross-bar of alpha. This characteristic 
appears more toward the end of the list, especially on fragment X (see Plate 64). 
Instances of misspelling are few, and usually result from the confusion of letters of 
similar form (e.g. lines 109, 308, and 311 in addition to those already mentioned 
above in I.G., IJ2, 2413), as are cases of incomplete entries (e.g. lines 214, 215, and 
345). One glaring error appears in line 236 where an incomplete alpha was left 
unerased in the indentation of a demotic. 

RELATIONS OF THE FRAGMENTS AND THE DESIGN OF THE WHOLE INSCRIPTION 
(Fig. 1) 

Before we turn to the reconstruction of the design of the inscription as a whole 
it is perhaps worthwhile to consider the form of bouleutic inscriptions in general, 
and in this it must be admitted that we are severely restricted since we have no example 
of this type of document which is preserved completely. One of the most nearly com- 
plete is a fourth century list of the first five phylai, an inscription somewhat peculiar 
in form, inscribed on three faces of a block instead of on a stele.6 Yet is preserves 
the basic formal characteristics of a bouleutic list. Other more conventional and 
fragmentary examples from the Corpus together with two additional bouleuLtic lists 
discovered in the Agora Excavations (I 4720 and I 5105) show that although these 
inscriptions are by no means identical from year to year they do bear a certain 
affinity to one another, an affinity which is imposed upon them by the inscribed 

6 S. Charitonides, Hesperia, XXX, 1961, pp. 30-57. 
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material. There are only a limited number of ways in which ten or twelve phylai with 
fifty names each can be arranged on one, or more than one, surface. The arrange- 
ment of the lists determines the design of the monument. Whatever other material 
is included (heading, lists of officers and servants, special decrees, decorative orna- 
ments) must be fitted into this basic design, and the possibilities for the disposition 
of such accompanying material, without its unduly upsetting the lists themselves, 
are limited. 

Fragments V-W alone show conclusively that all twelve phylai of the bouleutic 
list to which they belong were inscribed on one face of stone and that these phylai 
were arranged in two horizontal rows of six columns each, the first six on top and 
the last six below. The evidence is provided by the two preserved headings and by 
the demotics which lie above them. The headings in question are those of Aiantis, the 
eleventh phyle in a twelve-phylai list, and of Antiochis, the twelfth phyle. Of the 
demotics preserved above these headings two belong to Pandionis, the fifth phyle, 
and seven to Leontis, the sixth phyle. The demotics of Pandionis lie above the heading 
for Aiantis, and those of Leontis above the heading for Antiochis. The lists must 
have been arranged on the surface of the stele in this fashion: 

I II III IV V VI 
Antigonis Demetrias Erechtheis Aigeis Pandionis Leontis 
Akamantis Oineis Kekropis Hippothontis Aiantis Antiochis 

The heading, written in larger letters, stoichedon, was placed directly above the 
columns of names. Fragments E and F-G show the exact relation of these two parts 
of the inscription. Directly beneath the rasura in Col. I appears the first demotic 
of Antigonis, and beneath that, again without any blank lines, the first bouleutes 
from that deme. Since but six stoichoi are missing to the left of fragment F it would 
appear that the heading ran clear across the top of the stele, and we are led to assume 
that Cols. III through VI were related to the heading in exactly the same manner as 
Cols. I and II. Certainly Cols. V and VI wTere so related, as indicated by fragments 
V-W, on which the heading for Antiochis occurs seven lines lower than that for 
Aiantis (see Plate 63). This difference arises from the fact that Leontis, lying 
above Antiochis, required seven more lines than did Pandionis, lying above Aiantis. 
It is known that at this time Leontis had fifteen demes and Pandionis eight, a dif- 
ference of seven, and surely the explanation of the discrepancy. In all likelihood 
Pandionis and Leontis did begin on the same line, and there is no reason to believe 
that they were not placed in the same relation to the heading as were Antigonis and 
Demetrias. 

On fragment J, however, there are the traces of a letter written in the eighteenth 
line of Col. III; it is inscribed one and a half letter spaces into the left margin and 
is clearly the left-hand part of epsilon. We have already noted that the headings for 
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the phylai, and most probably only such headings, were so written as to protrude into 
the left-hand margin. It appears, therefore, that this epsilon is the first letter of the 
heading for Erechtheis, the phyle belonging to the top half of Col. III. But it is 
written in the eighteenth, not the first, line of its column, and there were seventeen 
lines at the beginning of the third column which did not contain demotics and names 
of Erechtheis. 

We must therefore revise our assumption about the arrangement of the top of 
Col. III, and perhaps also for the top of Col. IV for which there is no preserved 
evidence. An instinctive horror vacui leads us to search for something that will fill 
the unaccounted-for space at the top of Col. III. 

The answer might seem to lie with fragments N-O which preserve six lines of 
the list of officers on the left side and most of the w'idth of a column containing the 
demotic [CA]Xate[ [s] and its ten representatives on the right side. Beneath the last 
name for Halai there is a blank space of 0.053 m. (equivalent to about five lines), 
and a bit less than that appears below the list of officers. Beyond this point the stone 
is brokeln and it is impossible to tell how much, if any, blank space or other inscribed 
material occurred in this position (see Plate 62). 

The position of these fragments depends on the assignment of the deme Halai. 
There are twvo demes so named: one belongs to Aigeis and the other to Kekropis. The 
former has a known representation of five in the fourth century and eight in mid- 
third century, neither agreeing with the ten representatives listed here. Hence the 
fragments almost certainly belong to Kekropis, though the argument is ex silentio, for 
the representation of this Halai is not otherwise known. But there are other reasons 
for assigning fragments N-O to the bottom half of Cols. II and III. The blank space 
of about five lines after the last entry for Halaieis would seem to indicate the end of 
a column, since the evidence of other fragments assures us that no such blank spaces 
were left within a column. Besides, the examples of Agora inscriptions I 4720 and 
1 5105, two other bouleutic lists of the same period, show the list of officers at the 
bottom, and not in the middle, of the inscription. 

It is notable that the gap at the top of Col. III was square, or nearly square. It 
was probably to be filled by a square or round object, and there need be no real doubt 
that it was filled by a wreath, i.e. the crown won by the bouleutai. The wreath may 
have been incised, with or without paint added; less probably the wreath may simply 
have been painted on the marble.' The position of the wreath is also no problem. 
Unless the wreath was to be far down, at the bottom, and centered below Col. III 
and IV, symmetry was unattainable. So the wreath was put at the top. Column III 

For a square space which doubtless contained a painted design, square, squarish, or circular, 
see the photograph of a fragment of I.G., J2 , 66 in B. D. Meritt, Documents on Athenian Tribute, 
p. 44; that the area was square, cf. Sterling Dow, A.J.A., XLVI, 1942, p. 602. For a carved 
relief in tlhe upper right corner of the face of an inscribed stele see I.G., I2, 2496. 
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was selected because it was near the center and was short. This solution had the 
further advantage of not forcing Col. IV, the longest column, to end far below all 
the others. The number of officers, probably six, was in the normal range. There is 
no need to assume an unusual division of them: all were listed together beneath Cols. 
I and II. 

It now remains to fit the other fragments, so far as possible, into this basic 
framework. 

Fragments A-B. Lettering and spacing agree perfectly with fragment F, already 
located at the top of Col. I and extending into the heading. The joined fragments A-B 
preserve but seven lines of one to two letters each (see text, lines 1-7). Since all the 
lettering is stoichedon these fragments must belong to the heading. Unless the number 
of lines of heading was incredibly great, fragments A-B must have come somewhere 
to the right of fragment E, i.e. over Cols. III-VI. Its position cannot be fixed more 
exactly. 

Fragment C. Five lines of stoichedon lettering (lines 8-12) which agree per- 
fectly with fragment F; as in the case of fragments A-B, fragment C must have come 
somewhere to the right of fragnment EI. 

Fragment D. Six lines of stoichedon lettering followed by a rassura 0.011 m. 
high which is followed in turn by two more lines of letters, perhaps non-stoichedon 
(see text, lines 13-21 and Plate 64). The rasura is probably not that which obliterated 
the heading of a Macedonian phyle, since there are two lines of stoichedon lettering 
immediately below it. The surface of fragment D is badly pitted and the readings 
are by no means certain, although the lettering and spacing do agree with the other 
fragments of the heading. For this reason it has been here assigned to this inscription 
and placed entirely in the heading, but it is possible that it does not belong to the 
stele at all. If, however, it does it must have come somewhere to the right of 
fragment E. 

Fragment E. Four lines of stoichedon lettering beneath which, after a blank 
space of two lines, occurs a small patch of rasura. The lettering on this fragment 
and the position of the rasura agree perfectly with the pattern given by fragment F. 
Fragment E should be placed close to the right of F so as to fill out the demotic 
'AXa[[pVE]VE in line 25, a restoration which is confirmed by the restoration of a known 
name in the preceding line (see text). 

Fragment I.G., 112, 2413. The relationship of this fragment to the rest of the 
inscription has already been discussed (above, pp. 212-214). If it did belong it prob- 
ably contained part of the left-hand edge of the stele, and a lip of it was either attached 
to or occurred very close to fragments H and I. 

Fragments K-L-M. The left-hand side and the original thickness of the stele are 
preserved, together with three demotics belonging to Akamantis and two to Oineis 
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(see text, lines 206-238). Fragments K.L.M. therefore must lie in the bottom half 
of Cols. I and II. 

Fragment P. This fragment preserves the ends of five demotics and five names 
in the left-hand column and a vertical stroke (as of kappa) in the right (see text, 
lines 150-162). One of the demotics ends in - - vov; this can only be [EK KoAW]vovi 
of the phyle Aigeis,8 and the fragment belongs in the upper part of Cols. IV and V. 

Fragment Q. This fragment preserves the end of one demotic and parts of six 
names (see text, lines 326-332). The demotic ends in upsilon and can only be [k 
Ot'o]v, since Kolonos is already accounted for on fragment P. Two phylai contain 
an Oion: Demetrias (from Leontis) and Hippothontis. Possible positions for 
fragment Q are, therefore, the top half of Col. II (Demetrias) and the bottom half of 
Col. IV (Hippothontis). The latter choice seems preferable, for the Oion of Demetrias 
is known to have had, some years later, only one representative (Agora Inv. I 1804, 
I 4221, I.G., II2, 2437), but there are at least three bouleutai here. The Oion of 
Hippothontis was once thought to be one of the tiniest demes of Attica, on the basis 
of Gomme's Population figures. These are now seen to be entirely misleading and, 
although no figures of its representation are known, nothing is inconsistent with the 
quota of at least three bouleutai. 

Fragment R. This fragment preserves only four lines of the first few letters 
of names. Its exact position cannot be determined, but the lettering, spacing, and 
provenience all point to its belonging to this inscription (see lines 333-336). 

Fragment S. This fragment preserves a demotic ending in - - ot which is fol- 
lowed by four names which in turn are followed by traces of a second demotic (see 
text, lines 337-347, and commentary on line 347). In the first demotic there is a 
space of 0.013 m. between the omikron and the iota. Only the very short demotics 
are so widely spaced, e.g. [E'KKot] X- (line 112), t[v]atot (line 283), and [Etre]aZot 
(line 313). Thus the demotic on fragment S was doubtless only seven or eight letters 
long. There are only four demotics of this length ending in - - ot which are not 
already accounted for and which may have had a representation of four: (1) EtEaZot 
in Antigonis is unlikely because of a previously known quota of two representatives 
and impossible because the fragment contains more lines than necessary to complete 
the list of Antigonis; (2) K'rrtot in Leontis had a previous representaton of three, 
though its quota at this time is unknown; 'EpuELot in Akamantis is improbable because 
its previous representation is known to have been two; and (4) OtvaZot in Hip- 
pothontis has no known figures of representation, and on this negative basis is prob- 
ably the most likely candidate. One hesitates to assign this fragment to Hippothontis 
and to restore the demotic [O'vat] ot on evidence as unsure as this. 

Fragment T. Like fragment R this fragment preserves only a few letters and 

8 See David M. Lewis, B.S.A., L, 1955, pp. 12-17. 
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cannot be placed on the basis of its text. But its time and place of finding in close 
association with fragments R and S suggest that it may belong to the same part 
of the stele as they (see text, lines 348-351). 

Fragment U. This fragment preserves a upsilon in the left-hand column and the 
beginnings of four names and two demotics in the right. The right side of the stele 
is preserved (though not the edge), indicating that the fragment belongs to Col. VI. 
The demotics begin with a lambda or an alpha (see text and commentary, line 179) 
and what may be phi rho (line 183) though the readings are barely legible. The second 
of these, if correctly read, can only be JDp[Eapptol], a demotic of the phyle Leontis, 
Fragment U, therefore, probably belongs in the upper half of Col. VI, somewhere 
above the top of fragment V. 

Fragment X. The letter height and spacing are identical with those of the other 
fragments, but the incisions are thinner and shallower than usual, causing the letters 
to seem a bit smaller in appearance. By measurement they are almost negligibly 
smaller (see p. 215). All the alphas are uncrossed, whereas generally only a few are 
missing their cross-bars. But the fragment's place of finding plus its overall simi- 
larity to the other fragments indicates that it does in fact belong with this inscription. 
The endings of several patronymics and three demotics are preserved. A patch of 
the right-hand edge of the stele is also preserved. The demotics end in - - atot, 

- - 8at, and - - at. Of the two phylai in Col. VI to which this fragment must belong 
only Antiochis has a demotic in - - amo. The other two demotics (lines 316 and 318 
of the text) are restored on the basis of three other inscriptions which preserve the 
end of the list for Antiochis (I.G., 112, 1750, and Agora Inv. I 4720 and I 5105). On 
all three the demes Eiteaioi, Semachidai, and Eroiadai conclude the list for Antiochis. 
It seems most likely, therefore, that fragment X preserves the very last ten lines of 
the inscription (lines 310-319). 

THE STELE AS A MONUMENT 

With the information provided by the various fragments we can reconstruct 
and represent on a diagram the complete stele and the positions within that recon- 
struction of the assigned fragments (Fig. 1). 

The sides of the stele are preserved on the left by fragments G-H, K-L-M, and 
probably I.G., II2, 2413, and on the right by fragments U, V-W, and X. Both sides 
were dressed down flat with a toothed chisel, the stone being left slightly rough. 
A narrow band on each side was made smooth so as to square off the two edges to 
the front surface. The front surface was dressed quite smooth but was not polished. 
The uninscribed margin on the sides measures 0.013 m. 

Neither the top nor the bottom of the stele is preserved. Since, however, no clamp 
holes, anathyrosis, or other signs of architectural cuttings are to be found on the sides, 
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it is clear that the monument was a free-standing stele. The back was roughly picked 
("quarry face "). 

The overall dimensions, except the thickness, cannot be reconstructed with perfect 
certainty, but close approximations can be made: 

(1) Height. The longest column in the main body of the text was probably Col. 
III, ca. 139 lines or ca. 1.52 m. high. The heading was at least seven lines but not 
likely to have been many more; let us assume ten lines for the sake of rough calcula- 
tion. This will add another 0.15 m. to the height. Adding at least 0.20 m. at the bottom 
to be left blank at the ground level, we gain a total height of ca. 1.87 m. 

(2) Width. The six columns were just about equally wide, 0.150 m. Five inter- 
columnar spaces of about 0.023 m. each and the margins at the far left and right, 
each of 0.013 m., plus the width of the six columns comes out to ca. 1.15 m. Since 
the margin at the left of Col. I is consistently the same (0.013 m.) on the fragment G 
at the top and on fragmenlt K toward the bottom there was apparently no taper in 
width. 

(3) Thickness. The original thickness is preserved on four fragments, as shown 
in the table on pp. 207-208. Fragment G is demonstrably at the top of the inscription 
and N at the bottom with U and W disposed somewhere in the middle. A slight but 
consistent degree of taper (0.024 m.) is observable in the thickness from top to bottom. 

In general appearance, the monument was a free-standing stele about two meters 
high by just over one meter wide. Although by no means the most expensive or 
elaborate of inscriptions, it must have been an impressive monument. It certainly 
ranks amonlg the largest stelai set up in the Athenian Agora. 

THiE DATE OF THE INSCRIPTION 

As is obvious, this inscription dates from the time of the twelve phylai, and 
hence must be later than 307/6 B.C. The name of the bouleutes EVX0ovgos 'E71tq.8Et8ov 

Kv8a0&qvatEv1 (line 66) led Pritchett to date I.G., 12, 2413 to 304/3 B.C.9 He is known 
to have been E7rta-rar lrpoE'8pwv in the archonship of Pherekles, which fixes the date, 
on a day when three known decrees were passed.10 This date is confirmed, for the 
bouleutes of line 138 DvXagtiaq lavio[v] 'Avayvpa6o-tos, is also known to have been 
E'1rwrar6rg wpoE'8pwv in 304/3 from a decree honoring a Rhodian doctor named 
Pheidias.'1 

9 A.J.P., LXI, 1940, p. 186 == W. K. Pritchett, The Five Attic Tribes after Kleisthenes, 
p. 5, note 6. 

10I.G., II2, 486; I.G., II2, 597, with Addenda, p. 662 (= L. Robert, Collection Froehner, 
No. 3); Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 297, No. 22. See also commentary, below, on line 66. 

11 I.G., II2, 483. See also commentary, below, on line 138. 
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TEXT AND COMMENTARY 

The text is arranged by phylai rather than by fragments. The particular frag- 
ment on which any given portion of the text is preserved is indicated by designations 
at the side. The line numbers run consecutively, the various parts being numbered 
as follows: (I) the heading, lines 1-25, (II) the bouleutai, lines 26-319 and 326-351, 
(III) the list of officers, lines 310-325. Note that the unassigned fragments with 
bouleutai are placed at the end. 

The fragments belonging to the heading preserve so little text and the lines are 
so long that it is impossible to determine either their horizontal or vertical position 
(except for F and E). Fragments A-D, therefore, have simply been listed in the 
order of their letters and the lines numbered consecutively. 

TEXT 

a. 304/3 a. 

A-B 
(ITOIX.) [---]wiiI----] 

--- ---)v-----1 

C [--- G3V Ka [---] 

(,TOIX.) [--]o/3ovX\[- -- 
10 co -]TF n[ZF- 

I--]9v xP[---] 
[- ]- ]- 

D 
(ITOIX.) --- -] ta[--- -] 

15 --- -]xrl- - -] 

--[-----][--- - 

[- - -] aKE [- - -] 
-- - -]cotK[- -- -1 

rasura 
20 [- - -]-o[- - - -] 

[- - -] P - - -1 

F-E [ .... ] at . . . KaXai8] -qlA/r[i8ov ------] (ITOIX.) 
[..5.. . E] '80V [ A v . . ] LEV'o 1 ED [E- - - - - - - -] 
[ .. KCaAA ] ag [ Avcr ] tia'Xov 'Ep[/tEt0os-- - - - 

25S r ... ],, 'AXa[PE [velv KaAA [----- 

NON-ITOIX. 

Col. I (Top) 

F+G [[ANTIPONIAO1]] 
'A y p v [X E] 

' s 
Avo-tKpar7 [ ? S - -] 
'Epao-t4&iv [-?----- 

30 'EejKEOrTOg [------] 
I E p y a [0- E 's 

KaXXuKpa6rq, [-1- 

Avo,zaXos Avcr [-- --] 
A a p XTr p [E L s] 

35 KaXXacrOEvr, A?o [- - - -] 

'ApyE8&q,8iqrJ 'ApXiol/ 
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NLKOKpaT7-qSg ALOITEL'OOV 

['Epar] o[Kpa6rT- - - -] 

H 40 ['A]yK VX E [Z] 

[- -~-]6arRs epao- [v. ] Q -] 

[I Ka p ? E't ? 
ca. 

4 1TITO 'AVTK aK,Pov 

[EOV]KV8&&-g 'Avr[t]&p[o] V 
45 A4[ a-] Xtag 'AKpOT4IJOV 

Po[p] ytag Jopyoivov 
X [ ar ] ? [ ])llOg eOVKVM8OV 

[11)o],rpa,roS AvcrdE'ov 
[I] apy7 )/TT0 

50 [loXAv] tv-qacrrog IloXvorpa 
4 KparqS AEGGIOE'OV 

[-a. 
3 ] ObtXog llavo4ov 

[ ca. 4 ]as qa-trov 
[MV-O-] OE019 MVlqo-LKXE'oV 

55 ca.-1--- --- o rv] s 

lacuna 12 

I.G., II 2, [HI a a v] t e'tg 

2413 [1t0]crrparog llavnrqvopog 
KvO4 [p]pLot 

Tt,u'OEo0 TLUOKXEL'80V 

60 NLK',r- IlpovE'pJovg 

Kv 8 aO7)vatE& 

A'o-XvAos rvctoo-ov 
Xapta?rjs 'EppoOdEoV 
'A,JELVOKX TaX15XXov 

65 ITpEOE'VECOg Evic"pov 

EviyX0'vtos 'Evt/L,8Ei8OV 
'EitnyE&v- s 'EnTtyE&vovs 

BG&A)v MEvM7rov 

TEtoa,Ev<o'>s IIVO<L>OViKoV 

70 OavOKp?rog Atra'pvog 

Ev76AsXE,go KaXXuKparov 

'Hyercop Avo-L7rrov 

A'cov A'covov 
AlOaXi8ait 

75 Xatpdv8q 3paa-cuv80ov 
Avo-4 ayXOO eVKXEL80V 

o r a' /,z t o <t> 

lacuna 13 

Col. II (Top) 
E l[A H M H T P I A A O ]] 

lacuna of 13 lines 
H 80 I [opI oL] 

MEXav[- ? 
llvOoy&v [I?----- 

'A ty v o [v (7 ? o0 

H+J 85 'Apicrrav [- - - - o]v 
3AXKi4pwv Av [_ c ] 

'EmnTXap- ErT [tXa'] pOV 
NtKoTE'XA Kr'roc [ i] o<v> 
1rOv8Cvt'87S 4DX [co]vt8 

90 KO CO K i8 ac 
OEaLrro)s 'AAXEstk [vo] s 

H+I 'Apw-ro&31 [os 'Efl] lYKE0TO 

D v A ['a- ?] 0 ? 

I 'AV [8pO7Tj ELO7) 'Av8po6a 
95 '3EwtKpa6r-q KaXXtuavov 

'Apa- rToKAXEiO 'Apto-rorE 
IEP7OKP?r0o Xaporiov 

'Apto-roOOV 'Apa-rorEXov 
Mo'oXos 'A+fe4ciawos 

100 'I o r o t6 a 8 a t 

['Api] mrapyog 'EXirivov 

[M] E ArE 't Es 

[K,qbt] o-obC'Ov Kco/xtpXov 

105 [a-- `-Io NtKO,UEVOV 

2 Perhaps one additional Papy4rtog is here to be supplied. 
13 Perhaps one more lloraiutoq is to be here supplied. From the entire roster of Antigonis there 

are missing still about two LActpa&trat, about two E'rEaZot, and about three of deme(s) unknown. 
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[ ca. 74 -] E)( paovf3otA 
sca. 7-2] - K?LqOo-O&JVT 

[ Ca. 8] s 'AXE'tLos 

-_ 
ca. 9 

_] -qg <A>&XOYV7VO 

110 [Aat8aX] 13at 
[__ce-8 _] ?tAtccvosg 

[I K K o t] X -v s 
[a. 8:L -EV]epCyETov 

lacuna 4 

Col. III (Top) 
115 [6 - 

[in a zureath ?] 
[Tnv] 

[,BovXArv] 
E [PEXOEIAOl] 

['A ypvv s X ?] 
120 [?] 

[?] 
E V co [v v E ?T] 

KaXXtKA [rq ? ] - - - - - 

125 'A4t8&va ['og?---- ] 
[- traces 1 

Xapt8-qptut.[8-q - - - - 
Xaptvo 'EiTX I[--- -] 
Ttt8jog -------T-] 

130 'AttEVOKXA --------] 
rXavKtas tEVOT[ IihOV] 

kX4otrXog Aviroo-O r[vovg] 
EV3V'KpLrO ME8 X v[ov og 

KaXXO-rparos KaXA[- -] 
135 'EpyOKXEt&Jr19 'EPyO [--K 

'A v a y v p a Co [t o t3 
MEt8ag MEL80[ov] 

vAavXat'ag Davto [v] 
'APXLKXA Hov [-- -] 

140 e)EOyEv' Eppoo [4'ov] 
AtovviO-tos Xap ---] 
'AXKt'a 'AXK [---] 

'EirtXanpv, Xa[---] 

IIoxvxdp7q7s [--] 

145 Aajsi [rpe ] 
AoKXEt.[8-v1 - -] 

'A{Xb,, [----- 

lacuna15 

Col. IV (Top) 
[AIrEIA 01] 

lacuna 
P 150 ['OrPVVE] 'Z (?) 

F ca. 11 1 CN 
[L _?ca 11 _ -] OOTOV 

['A V K V X] E L (?) 
ca. 8 Nt KOYEVOV 

[EK KKoXco] VOV0 
155 -] MEmeQrTpdT 

_-ca. 2.-_] 9 AVcJtKparo 

['E crrta] tEtLs 

L ? j 
_c. _] g Kpacrwvov 
[BaTEZ] s (?) 

lacuna 1 

14 One additional demesman ,cE KotiX is to be here supplied. From the whole roster of 
Demetrias are missing one Ato/AEcs, two lloraTot, and one demesman $e Ocov, also about 6-7 Pv7rcrato- 
ves, about 3-4 'AvaKatEZ,, about 4 0opatEZs, and about 3 'AT7)vEt3. 

15 Seven additional AapwrTpEcs are to be supplied. In addition missing from the total roster 
of Erechtheis are two demesmen EK Ky&"v, 8 K4ncatdg, 1 Ha frTa'S, 3 HapyaaEd, 1 EyfLaKEvs% 1 
Yv/3p1'8&q, and 1 ?J?yyov'Utos. 

"I One or two Ba7Ed are to be supplied. In addition the following are missing from the roster 
of Aigeis: 8 tAXatEtc ('Apaqvt38ac), 4 KoXXvrdcS, 2 'Apa4Avtot, about 1 sK MvpptvolVT7i, 2 'EptKEEZ3, about 
3-4 ,4yate'ts, 3 4tXai&at, 10 'EpXtL , 1 'I8viq, about 1-2 Kva&vriat, 2 HAGcZO0E, and 4 TEtOpacortot. 
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Col. V (Top) 
160 [11ANAIONIAOJ 

lacuna '! 

P- ] 

lacuna17 

U [-10-----)O 
lacuxna 't 

V 165 [_ ca. ?0 _ D]XoK[XE'o]v 
[----ca.- 1 EpO 

[ ret] p LE t 
[ ca. 6 _ 

F cab ,cO' 8()PO 

-- c- 5-]EL08T}<i eEoyv7JOV 

170 [ ca4? ] OT7S <1TAXOKXEovs 

[1,po] I3a Xto-tot 

[EV'8-q/it] 8s'vuo 
[- ],rt-J-] 7 !EoEtAoV 
I ca. 3_ E.VOS LEVOVTElOV 

175 [ Xca 5]x[co]v Avo-tOv 
['Av,t'o] xosg 11LW<t>Ov 

end of the roster of Pandionis 

Col. VI (top) 

[AEfQNTIAO ] 

lacuna18 

U 
A [E V K 0 V 0 E l S] 

180 AVKO'[OpaV ( ?)] 

AECOK [pd-q19 (?) ? ] 
TEXE- [-- ? 

(Dp [eappto&] 
lacuna 18 

V E ca. 9_ - [____ ] 

185 [eT,3a]8a 
Og [---] OD 0@p [ V3 

wo-iaS Uo-rtaK8>ov 
llatovt'8at 

JKpaT9 llvp [- --] 

190 'Apo-'roKpa6j AV [ 44 ] ov 

(Davo-rpamo[s . . ] fvov 

'Ap-'roKXEi8tr ['I] ,EO-iOV 

AEe'OEOs IJpo [IK] XEi8OV 

195 Kp CoIT8 at 
FXavKaOv (PLOKT?7'IJOVO 

Ev irvp 8 at 
KaXXtKX' AtOVVo-iov 

'Apto-rEL8) 'DLXOKXE'OV 

200 KoXco vE T 

Xatpe'as Xatpc6v8ov 

MEvrqs MEVE-rTpadIov 

'E K a X E stg 

MEvE'o-rparos MEVEKXE' 

end of the roster of Leontis 

Col. I (Bottom) 

205 [AKAMANTIAOI] 
lacuna 19 

L __ca. 10 __]f4,[___ 

[_ 
7 
-' -t] OKX [E'ovs] 

[K ? Kv v] v E [t s] 
r- ca. 9- --1 EV'O - - -] 

17 In the upper part of Col. V (above Frag. V) are to be supplied, approximately, 12-14 
Hatavtds (from Lower Paiania), 4-5 'Uadtc, 1 Kov9vXtASq, 3-4 llpaot Is, 6-8 Mvpptvo'otot, 3 'AyyEXAt, 
and 10 from other demes. 

18 About 9 bpEapptoL are to be supplied below line 183. Also missing from the roster of Leontis 
above Frag. V are 2 llord4uot, about 4 EKa,43wvtwat, about 5 XoXESZat, about 6 Xovvtcis, about 3 
'AXkqovotot, and about 3 K?4-rrtot. 

19 Two additional KE4aXEct are to be supplied below line 228. Missing from the entire roster 
of Akamantis are 2 Elpeoi3at, 7 Y,4)TtOl, 6 XoXapyelt, 6 KEpapdts, 2 'EptEtot, about 6 OOptKtOt, and 
possibly 1 JIotartaoqs. 
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210 [ca 8 -'A] ,uEvOKX [E'ov ] 
[ 

_- a-] 
. 

9 TEXE-L [-- -] 

[ ca. - ]OTEOOV 

[- ca. 74 _] -let vacat 
215 [_a. 7-]S 'ALyarL vacat 

-ca. 6_ - N] CKoOrpa6rov 

K+L epa-v/3 [ o ] vXog Opac r 18 
KE e+ a X e i 

AELV6oTparo S 'AvTt& O 
220 'ApXErE1TXe/og Avo-tKXE' 

Mv7criaq 'AvrtXapov 
MopvXit8- MEXavwwrtS 

Kv8&triroq Kv&iAtlov 

MEXav't&)XMX MEXavcwv7 
225 'Er[t]yE'vI1 EV'OPovioV 

L+M [- ] OKXEL&87 (LXOVEOV 

[Av ] -' JaXo 'ITToKparo 

lacuna'9 

Col. II (Bottom) 
[O I N E I A O 

lacuna 20 

L 230 -? ?- 
Al[---] 

KaX[--------] 
T [vp u E l a ] 

235 TX[[ocov TX'o-covog] (?) 
{a} 'O [ E v] 

lacuna20 

Col. III (Bottom) 

[K E K P 0 11 I A 0 1] 
lacuna 21 

N 240 [_c7-_-]d----1 

[I C aVGjv A[- ---1 

'A 
X 

a & e [Z S] 

['HE] ?atrro%oT[o_ - -] 
245 AJUblKX7)G 1 [? ] 

OEO'bLXOg E [ ? ] 
Kpa'rT E[ ?---- 

XaupE'&)q [p,09?I 
LtXoKpar [77S?I- 

N+O 250 'EirKXj [- ?-] 
qiACRW @ [?- 

NlKOfOVX [OS ----] 

end of the roster of Kekropis 

Col. IV (Bottom) 
[IJ1H1OIO NT1AO] 22 

Col. V (Bottom) 

V 255 [AIA]NTIAOI 

[tffla] Xt -1 pE -t g 

[_ -]caw c_ DLXOKpaTOV 

ca[ -]77S AL4OKLXEOV 

260 c[- 4 _ X] Xalp[j'OV 

260 [a---21-] VOKX7 sgXatpt [ Ct)] o 

20 Four additional demesmen from 'O3 are to be supplied below line 238. Missing from the 
entire roster of Oineis are about 25 'AXapvEZt, about 8 (ptautot (?), 3 AaKta?8at, 3 HEptGot&at, 1 Bovra8s, 
1 'E7rtK471Ot'OS, 1 AovtEnS, and 1 HTEXE atos. But the names of lines 230-233 belong either to Acharnai 
or Thria. 

21 Missing from the roster of Kekropis are 2 TptvEwqEEZ, 4 TILEIs, 2 .'vfraX'Trot, 1 'E7rtcEtLK3r8, 

about 11 AleovE13 (?), about 10 'AO9ovEt (?), and about 11 4XvE- (?). 
22 The entire panel for Hippothontis is missing. Demesmen were probably distributed as fol- 

lows: 2 'EpotaSat, 2 ?V1LacT&Xat, 2 KEapta'at, 10 llapatdEZ, 3 'AvaKatEt3, 1 'EXatov'o-to, 2 Ko'7rpEtot, 2 
'AqvLEZs, 2 'AMa4avrEs, 1 'AXEp8ovrtos, about 3-4 Otvatot (?), about 1-2 Ee Otov (?), about 7-9 'EXEvor- 
vto (t?), about 1-2 Aipt8at (?) about 6-7 AEKEXEEtS (?),and possibly 1 Kopv8aXAXEt ( ?). 
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[ca.3_ y] 6paq K-rrjOLKXE'oV 

[c1 L] OOavTo A oo [a'] v 
[..] oiX Ktpcovog 

265 ['O] Xv,Xtin8wpos ME'VGV 

'A ( ? 8 v a ot 

[X]apt'8vj/og Navto-rpa- 
NLKt'a N [t] KorTpaTov 

[At] OKpE')v KpEoVTo9 

W+V270 Avort [0] fog Avo-dk'OV 
'OX' iTX[0]19 II 8tea 

[II]E8tEVs 'OX [vp1]ixov 
[ Dt ] Xo"rjao [1 5 ?t ] AoKXE 

['Ap ] t(ro-odv [rqg ItX--0 o 
275 ['E ] Tn08 /8p [ ][] ----] 

Ev1fEV[- - - - - - - _?]o 
W [1i] avat k[rxra- 'AyaO---1 

[X ] at [pEq] v lo [-V---] 

280 MoTp[tg] '4pxay4[0ov] 

[X] ap [WXq ]s XacpE [4avov] 

[II] oAv'[8tK] 059 E [1T] tKpa'[IroVfl 
01 [v] tZot 

[EoEyEt]TraV Eor0 t[,UOV] 

285 [EvKAXEit] 8,q EVKX [E'ovs] 

[4DtXorr] t8 [?)s MEVJE'oOV] 

[Avo-avtaq Avo-til1r-nov] 

[Mapa0aSvto] (?) 
9 names are to be restored 

including three from Inv. No. I 545623 

[7rpantoq llvGoivog] 
290 [T?p6OGEOg T?OKXEi8OV] 

[- -KpT0 IDXawvo] 

missing from the end of the roster 
of Aiantis are 4 TpLKoplo-?LO 

and 8 'Pavov'toGt, including 
three from Inv. No. I 6143 23 

["AvroXo ? ] 
[ll6p4tXoS I1--?] 

[KBWtO-OKXEt-8 ca -9 ] 

[end of the column] 

Col. VI (Bottom) 

V 295ANTIOXIA0o 
'A v a 4 X vi c I t o0 

`EparoorTparos NavmtK [v8 (ov)] 

Av',oKXcAq7s 'IVVWVOs 

'Avutd6v-q Atovvmo- [ov] 
300 NLK6oIaXog N?K0&j8L [ov] 

'OXv,tko'&opos 'AioXXo [ 8& (pov)] 
;evo4cov 'AXEeta8ov 
Aio-XPit)v AEKV'8O [V5 ] 

JDtXoKpasrt llvvTa [yOpov] 
305 KaAXXKpaT71 'EITLKp [cov] 

'E7tKpaT7T, 'AX [Eeta6ov] 

NtKO407UOS [ - ] 

<'A> ,u 4 t [7 p o T a t E 

'EIT?- [ ?----- 
lacuna 24 

X 310 ca.--- -]Pt[ ] 
[ 

_ca- 
1 

-] <Ka>XXt [--] 
[ Ca. 711 

- -IgLXoo?7pov 

[ELTEl] aZot 

[ ca- 6_- Mv)q] tEpyOV 

315 [ - ca. 7i _ - E XKfOV 

[-$ / a X]i 8 a t 
[ca. ---] s Kopuaiov 

['Epota'81 at 

[__ca. 8 --] o-?KXEov 

end of the roster of Antiochis 

23 See above, p. 206. 
24 In this lacuna 2 additional 'Aptopo7rateZs are to be restored, and also 2 KptweZS, 7 AlytXLeZ9, 2 

B7rateC;, 8 HaEX7veZ3, 10 'AXw7reKEeZ, about 2 KoXovWeZ, and possibly 1 "ATave1s. 
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APPENDIX WITH OFFICERS 

N 320 [?1 
[? ________ v]/3 [p] tans 
[ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ rasura (?) _ 

[K7)pVe /3OVX7X Ka' 8&7LoV EVKX7^ 4DXOKXEOV] S TPLVEFLE 

[?]-----------]-ov K'4i-rit 
325 [?] Bqo-atev15 

UNASSIGNED FRAGMENTS 
Q [_ _ ca. 10 ] 

[---] 3 Ot'vot-- 

[ ca. 7 -1 

[e4 O ' o] v 
330 [ ca. 9-] o K-qbtoo[-o 

[-- ca. 9 ]EU7,TOV 

ca.10 1 F 

lacuna 
R t[-] 

'Icr- [ ? ] 
335 Ato[ ? ] 

lacuna 
S [-ca.- C1 j] XOKpav [OV] 

ca. 12-K]XEOV 

r C a~ 1 OVca. 13 
L-- - - - VLKOV 

340 [--- ca.12 - -] 'lep6tOVO [] 

-ca. K- K?t ] o-o,/o5 [ ov] 
[ ca; 5] O , 

r ca. 10 ] e- r[- 
L-------jS :ArparL- 

345 _- - _ -]ptoc vacat 
[ ca.612 3 E [ ] _ 

lacuna 

[--? -]aQa--] 
350 [ ?------]ov 

[- ?] sows 
lacuna 

COMMENTARY 

Lines 1-25. The six fragments belonging to the heading provide very little clue 
to its original content, and its abnormal length makes reconstruction virtually im- 
possible. The last four lines, however, appear to have contained citizens' names with 
patronymic and demotic. For the position of the fragments within the heading see 
above, p. 220. 

Line 7. Only the top stroke of the letter is preserved; it might also have been 
gamma, epsilon, zeta, or pi. 

Line 11. Very faint traces of the omikron are visible. 
Lines 13-21. The pitted condition of Fragment D makes readings most difficult. 

The rasura in line 19 is deep and even. 
Line 22. Cf. I.G., 12, 4610 for the name: [K]aXat8iq Avrt8[ov - -] (fin. saec. 

IV a.). 
Line 24. This same Kallias, or a homonym, was sponsor of a decree honoring 
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Nikon of Abydos in 303/2 (I.G., IJ2, 493, lines 11-12). A man of the same name 
appears as secretary of the prytaneis of Akamantis in Hesperia, Suppl. I, 1937, 31- 
33, No. 1, lines 94-96, an inscription which should be redated, in my opinion (on the 
basis of new deme statistics), to the period later than 307/6. On a busy day in 283/2 
Kallias, of the same name, proposed two decrees, one having to do with measures for 
the preparation of the festival of Aphrodite Pandemos (I.G., 12, 659, lines 7-8) and 
the other moving honors to the prytaneis of Aiantis (Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 84, No. 
15, line 8). 

Lines 32-39. Parts of these lines appear also on Inv. No. I 597b (Hesperia, II, 
1933, p. 499, No. 14), which was presumably a prytany list of Antigonis of the same 
year. The line order in both inscriptions is the same. 

Line 36. One 'ApXiac was councillor from Lamptrai in 336/5 (?), probably the 
father of 'ApXE8EqptJ8Lq here (Hesperia, XXX, 1961, p. 31, line 56). A columnar 
grave shaft recently discovered in downtown Athens bears the legend A-po[-] rpaT-pq 
'ApXiov Aa,irTpEpWg Ovyarrjp (B.C.H., LXXXIV, 1960, p. 642). 

Line 37. A [Ator]EWOqg of Lamptrai, probably the father of the councillor here, 
was Xa act8-q6pog in the second half of the fourth century (I.G., 12, 3105). A 
funeral stele of the same period was found near the town of Koropi in Attica bearing 
the legend AtovaTEi8T 'Apot/3tXov AaparTpEvi, recorded by G. A. Stamires in 1949. 

Line 39. In the available space of approximately five letters one might restore 
the beginning of the name ['Apot] r]9KX'q; an 'Apt0oToKX-3 was councillor from Lamp- 
trai in 336/5 (?) (Hesperia, XXX, 1961, p. 31, line 54). An 'Apw-rocKXA3 of Lamp- 
trai, also, was Xa,bva86q0pog on an inscription (I.G., 12, 3105, line 15) dated by 
J. Pouilloux after 333 B.C. (La Forteresse de Rhamnonte, Paris, 1954, pp. 111-112) 
and by Kirchner (in the Corpus) post med. saec. IV a. For a discussion of its date 
see Hesperica, XXX, 1961, pp. 38-39, with notes on lines 37, 49, 54, and 61 of the 
bouleutic list there published. 

Line 44. EOVKV8tr8-q of Ikaria appears in a list of diaitetai of 330/329 B.C. 

(I.G., II2, 2409, lines 17-18; cf. D. M. Lewis, B.S.A., L, 1955, pp. 27-28). He may 
have had a son wlho was demarch of Ikaria about 330 B.C. (Hesperia, XVII, 1948, 
p. 143, No. 3, lines 6-7), also named Thucydides, who in turn may have been uncle 
and father respectively to the two councillors of 304/3 in this inscription in lines 
44 and 47. 

Line 45. IleumpKap6r 'AKport4wUv, perhaps the brother of the councillor here, was 
Pythaist from Ikaria towards the end of the fourth century (I.G., IJ2, 2817). One 
'AKp6'-rqJog AtoXtov of Ikaria appears in 268/7 as the sponsor of a decree compelling 
doctors to observe sacrifices (I.G., 112, 772, line 8); and a man named 'AKPO6r1oS 

of Ikaria appears in the inventories of Asklepios (I.G., II2, 1534, lines 266 and 273) 
in association with dedications made in 254/3 and 253/2 when Philokrates and 
Praxiteles were priests (cf. Pritchett and Meritt, Chroitology, p. xxi). 
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Line 46. The unusual name ropyowtog seems to occur on only one other occasion: 
ropyowzoq OlvEa8ov of Ikaria was treasurer of the Other Gods in 423/2 (S.E.G., X 
227, lines 55-56, 76, 77, 94, and 96). Gorgias was doubtless a descendant. One 
ApO/uOKXcEa ropyiov J'KaptEcws Ovyacr-np was the wife of <B>iorros 1v/ppi'8-q (I.G., II2, 
6278). 

Line 50. A marble lekythos, dated before the middle of the fourth century, bears 
the name lloXAwjv,0oi-o KaXXqluaxo rapy',r (I.G., II2 5949). One lloXiv5urparoq of the 
same deme appears in a catalogue of 343/2 (I.G., 12, 1699, line 9). 

Line 54. One MV1q0LKX'3 MIV1qCrKXEovg rapyijTrtog was an ephebos in 107/6 (I.G., 
II2, 1011 line 98), evidently a descendant. 

Lines 56-78. See above, pp. 212-214. 
Line 56. The demotic [llawalv tEsg is restored with certainty; it is the only remain- 

ing demotic in Antigonis which will fit the preserved letters, and the known representa- 
tion of this part of Paiania as one fits the representation here. 

Line 62. One rvo-tia Xatpq,ovos Kv&Xa1'jvaLEv1, perhaps the father of the 
councillor Aischylos here, was praised as tEpo' ol6 in a decree ca. a. 330 a. (I.G., I2, 
410, lines 28-29 and citation X). 

Line 64. The councillor here was probably the same as that ['A,.LE] VOKXq7) 

TaxvXXov Kv8aO-v [atEvU ] who proposed a decree early in the third century, before 
the Chremonidean War (I.G., 112, 1280). His father may have been TaXvxx[og 
Kv8a06cvaLEv11], who appears in a catalogue of 343/2 (I.G., 112, 1699, line 14), but 
fvppoq TaAiXov Kv8a0dqvaLEvi (I.G., 12, 6592) could hardly have been his brother, 
as Kirchner thought, if that inscription (a grave stele) is correctly dated to the middle 
of the fourth century. 

Line 65. Both the names $TpEbEvEcog and EV&'&opog are known in Kydathenaion. 
'Apt0TGE8-g $rpEbEVEro Kv8akyqvatEv1 was secretary in an Athenian decree of 369/8 
found on Delos (B.C.H., III, 1879, p. 473). One EvM'opog Kv8aG-qvaLEv[%s, probably 
a descendant of the same family, was a contributor in 183/2 (I.G., 112, 2332, line 117). 
The restoration of the name 1r[pE0E'vEco Kv8aOnatEvc I in I.G., II2, 1442 is too un- 
certain to be used as evidence. 

Line 66. This man, Evx 0vtov 'EITt,LTj8Et18ov Kv8aOqvaLtEv, was Ertra6flg lrpoa'opwv 

on a day when three known decrees were passed in the archonship of Pherekles, 
304/3 (I.G., 112, 486; I.G., I12, 597 with addenda; Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 297, No. 
22). His identification is part of the evidence for the date of this inscription. 

L'ine 67. 'Ey&nyVS 'ErtyEVovs belongs to an old Kydathenaion family which can 
be traced from the fifth to the third century. Kirchner gives a stemma for at least 
part of the family in P.A., 10807. 

Line 69. TEta-a/Levs HlvOtovtdKov of Kydathenaion appears on a prytany list of 
Pandionis dated to the last half of the fourth century (I.G., T12, 1570, line 49). One 
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TEtqa,EVa TeLo-dv8pov of this deme appears in a catalogue of manurnissions ca. a. 
330 a. (I.G., 112, 1570, lines 49-50). 

Line 73. Davokaxos A'o [vos Kv8aOrqvaCEv'9 was E-w-tdrr irpoE pav, and hence a 
councillor, in a decree of 307/6 (I.G., 112, 358, lines 6-7; for the text and date see 
B. D. Meritt, Hesperita, XXXII, 1963, p. 436). 

Line 75. One Xa [p]Zvo3 Opacwvi8ov (AWaXiA8-) was an ephebos in 267/6 
(I.G., II2, 665, line 43). Two other members of this family are known: Xap[Thvof] 
Xatp[CUv3ov] AtW3aX[ti&-s1 from a gravestone of the last half of the fourth century 
(I.G., I12, 5399), and [0p1ao-wvC8[r A]WaXt/[8-q)] of the third century (Hesperia, 
XXIII, 1954, p. 260, No. 57 S.E.G., XIV, 147). 

Line 79. Part of the rasura obliterating the name of the phyle Demetrias occurs 
on the bottom of Fragment E. As in the case of Antigonis no letters can be nmade out. 
There are thirteen lines missing before Fragment H begins in this column. The 
demotics AtOVEdEs (from Aigeis), E'4 Ot'ov (from Leontis), and llor6pot (also from 
Leontis) probably appeared here, but with their normal representation not all the 
missing lines can be accounted for. Some other deme-at least one-must be restored 
in these lines, out of order, from the last in official order of the pre-Macedonian phylai 
(cf. above, p. 213). 

Line 80. Only a vertical stroke, indented for the normal spacing of a demotic, 
is preserved. Since Hagnous is listed directly after the entries of this denlotic, and 
since Poros is not elsewhere listed, the restoration II[optot] concurs well with the 
assumed demotic order of Demetrias. Both Poros and Hagnous came from Aka- 
mantis and no other deme from that phyle is known to occur in Demetrias. The figure 
of three councillors agrees well with its past history of representation. The demotic 
iI [oTautot] is the next most likely possibility. 

Line 81. Since only the bottom part of a central vertical stroke is preserved in 
the fourth letter of this name either upsilon or phi is also possible. 

Line 87. 'EWLtXacp-g 'Ayvovirtoo, perhaps the father, was EVrnrr6raq VpoESpwv in 
two decrees of 332/1 found at the Amphike.Fion ('E+. 'ApX., 1891, p. 79, line 8, and 
p. 83, lines 8-9). 

Line 89. The name 1rov&ovi8-qg is new in Attic prosopography. 

Line 92. One 'Apuro'&ptog KOOWKt&8-q, father of 'ETTqKE0-Ti'8-q, trierarch in 353/2, 
is known from a gravestone (I.G., II2, 6474). He was also the father of ltXavxwv 
and A7qq(LOKXELa (I.G., 112, 6480 and 5479). Either he or the councillor of this inscrip- 
tion was father of the 'Aptorrofc'v whose dicast ticket has been found (I.G., 112, 1849). 
'Ee7lKEU-TO Ko6OWK21q9, possibly the father of the councillor, was secretary of the 
poletai in 367/6 (Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 14, No. 1, lines 5-6). Kirchner gives a 
stemma of the later descendants of this family (P.A., 1816). 

Line 96. Both names 'ApLUToKXEti/8 and 'AptcrrorE-TO g occur several times in 
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Phyle (cf. e.g., I.G., II2, 1566, 2976, 4386; I.G., VII, 4254, lines 24-25; Hesperia, 
IX, p. 62, No. 8, Col. II, lines 11-12 and the discussion in A.J.P., LXVI, 1945, pp. 
234-239). The'Apw-ro/%'v of line 98 is probably a brother of the councillor here. 

Line 101. One 'EXAivr) 'AO-vo8W&pov 'J1ToroO,ia'&)s, probably the father of the 
councillor here, is named on a fragment of epistyle dated in the fourth century (I.G., 
12, 3840). 

Line 103. [K?bLt]cro0obv seems to be the only name which will fit the available 
space. The Kbto-o?bc'v of line 107 is undoubtedly a relative. 

Line 108. The names Dt4aXypos 'AXE't8iog MEXVrEV's and `AXEAg J?t)LXaypOV MEXTrevq, 
probably father and son, appear on a grave stele of the fourth century (I.G., II2, 

6874). A IX'Xaypo3 of the same deme, possibly to be identified with the former, was 
a witness in an oration of Demosthenes (LIX, 32) dated 343-340 B.C. A dedication 
to Asklepios of the mid fourth century has been restored to read [q?AX]aypo[q MEXL]- 
TEvs (I.G., II2, 4378). 

Line 109. An alpha is inscribed for what must have been meant as a delta. 
Lines 110 and 112. Letter spacing shows that these lines must have contained 

demotics, and Aa&8aXi8at and EK KotXAq are the only remaining ones in Demetrias which 
will fit the preserved letters. 

Line 113. The name Ev1EpYE7Tr is well known in Koile (Hesperia, IX, 1940, 
p. 79, No. 12, line 7; Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 123, No. 25, line 65; I.G., II2, 1008, 
Col. III, line 108). One 'E1TyEvrJq Ev'EpyETov EK Kot'Xs, possibly to be identified with 
the councillor here, is known from the end of the fourth century (I.G., II2, 1230, 
line 2). 

Line 118. For the restoration of this heading and the beginning of the roster 
for this phyle see pp. 217-220. 

Line 119. The demotic ['AypvXE?q] is restored here with some doubt. After 
307/6 only Agryle and Pergase had exactly three representatives, both being half- 
demes with the other halves belonging to Antigonis. The three available spaces for 
cotincillors would allow either restoration. Agryle is slightly preferred because of 
trittys affiliation, though there is considerable doubt about the listing of demes by 
trittys. 

Line 123. Only the bottoms of the first three letters are preserved, but their 
spacing shows this to be a demotic. The first letter is definitely epsilon and only 
EwvpvEZ'Vq in Erechtheis so begins. 

Line 129. One TL,KOKX 
^ 

Tt/.Ao 4o (v), presumably the son of the councillor here, 
was councillor himself from Euonymon in 256/5 (Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 46, No. 9, 
line 36). TLUOKX '1 AEoKparo (vq) is a relative (ibid., line 35). 

Line 133. The councillor here belongs to a well-known family of the fourth 
century (cf. I.G., 12, 1374, 1375, 1377, 1378, 1574). 

Line 137. Medias is a common name in the deme Anagyrous throughout the fourth 
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century (cf. P.A., 9719-9720). The occurrence of the name here as councillor in 304/3 
raises a prosopographical problem, for Meidias son of Meidias of Anagyrous is sup- 
xosed to have moved a decree honoring Phokion (posthumously) in 305/4. The Meidias 

of P.A., 9720 has been taken to be the son of the Meidias of P.A., 9719. Plutarch (Orat. 
X Vitae, 850b) says that Hypereides failed in a ypaXr} 7rapavolmov against this decree 
which Meidias proposed E7r =vtov a&pXovroa. But Hypereides died in 322 and there is 
no archon Xenias. Arnold Schaefer suggested (Philologus, IX, 1854, pp. 163-165) 
that E& 4EVLov should be emended to E3'i EV5 t1Tr7TOv (to which ;EMtov bears some re- 
semblance) and that the ypawr` vrapavolpcov be attributed to Hypereides' son Glaukippos. 
The emendation of the archon's name is made more plausible by the fact that some 
of the manuscripts of Diodoros read simply Xenippos, and Glaukippos is otherwise 
known to have spoken bitterly against Phokion (Orat. X Vitae, 848b). But if Meidias 
II proposed the decree for Phokion in 305/4 he must have been sixty years of age or 
mnore, and a son of the same name could have been of age to be councillor in the 
following year. Whether father or son was councillor in line 137 is uncertain. One 
man cannot have been councillor in two successive years, for though an Athenian 
could be twice a councillor the formality of the Ev'Ovva would debar him from serving 
the two years in succession. Yet it does not argue that the Meidias of 305/4 was a 
councillor because he proposed a decree. Stratokles of Diomeia, for example, is known 
to have proposed decrees in every year from 307/6 to 301/0 (except possibly in 
305/4 for which there is little evidence) and again in 293/2. H. N. Fowler, in his 
edition of Plutarchs' Moralia (Loeb Classical Library, Vol. X, p. 445, note c), would 
emend ='EMOV to 'APXLOV (346/5). 

Line 138. The councillor vXaeata lDavtoo[v] was Es-ar6riq TpoE'8pwv in 304/3 
(I.G., 112, 483, lines 8-10). This identification is part of the evidence for the date 
of this inscription. Perhaps DvXaea'a (Dav[ov] of I.G., 12, 1558, line 87, is the same 
man (ca. 325-320: cf. D. M. Lewis, Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, p. 224, line 240, and 
commentary on p. 237). 

Lines 150-159. For the restoration of line 154 and the assignment of Fragment 
P see p. 22!1. The letter spacing of lines 150, 152, 154, and 157 makes these certainly 
demotics. Line 157 must be restored ['ETta]tdE, the only demotic of this phyle which 
suits the preserved letters and the representation of one councillor. The spacing in 
line 159, where only the last letter is preserved, requires a demotic of seven letters or 
less; BarEcT is the most likely candidate, although 'EpXtE' is also possible. The positions 
of 'A7KVXEZV and 'OrpvvEZ, might be interchanged; each had only one representative. 
So far as length is concerned 'EpIKEEZs might be substituted for either, but its repre- 
sentation was probably two. 

Line 161. The left stroke of a letter is clearly visible; the legs of kappa are 
faintly suggested just at the spot where the stone is broken. 

Line 162. Under the traces of line 161 there is enough stone preserved that a 
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name if it occurred here, would be in evidence. Since the space is blank a demotic is 
presumed. 

Line 163. Two blank spaces occur above the upsilon on the left edge of Fragment 
U in line with AVKO [OpWV] of line 180. Either a demotic or a councillor is possible. 

Line 172. The name should probably be restored [Ev8-&ut] t&q; cf. 'Ev8,71oq 
Ev8n4t8ov in a prytany list of Pandionis in the latter half of the fourth century (I.G., 
112 1751, line 59). One ,Ev8-utog E ['] 8&,to occurs on a prytany list, also from the 
deme Probalinthos, dating from the early fourth century (R.E.G., LXXIII, 1960, 
p. 89, line 55). 

Line 176. This line is restored with reference to I.G., 12, 488, lines 8-9, where 
the name of Pithon's son should be restored as 'Av[,t'toXo] v. 

Line 179. The demotic is probably A [EVKo'oEZOfl1. The first letter has no cross-bar, 
but since the cross-bar of alpha in this inscription is sometimes omitted the possibility 
of reading the demotic as 'A[Xquiovcrlot is not excluded. 

Line 185. The position and spacing of the three letters preserved here indicate 
the short demotic [eT,a3] 8at. 

Line 194. One eJEPOKXEtL'8N (DECWvO, probably a relative of the councillor here, 
was a councillor for Leontis in a prytany inscription of the first half of the fourth 
century (I.G., 12, 1742, lines 77-78). 

Line 196. The councillor FXaiVK;V (DXOKOrnr/jovo (S) Kp& rti8&j appears later as the 
father of two sons: one son, KaXXtcrTparo[q], proposed a decree, dated 267/6 (I.G., 
II2, 661), praising the epimeletai of the mysteries; the other son, [0LtXio,r] ui'v, was 
one of the two epimeletai honored. Kallistratos proposed another decree in the same 
year honoring the prytaneis of Akamantis (Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 3, No. 2, line 3; 
cf. Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, p. 7, No. 7). 

Line 202. One MevE'o-rparoq MEVEKpa6O [f] (KoXaGoE1S), possibly the father of 
the councillor here, was a councillor from Kolonai in a prytany list dated roughly 
to the first half of the fourth century (I.G., 12, 1742, line 111). 

Line 204. MEvE<cr>rparoq 'EKaXA0EV (med. saec. IV a.) appears on a fine marble 
lekythos now in the Peiraeus museum (I.G., II2, 6015). 

Line 206. Only traces can be seen; hence the readings are unsure. The close 
spacing rules out a demotic. 

Line 208. KLKVVVEZS is the only demotic in Akamantis which the preserved letters 
will fit. 

Lines 214 and 215. There are here evidently parts of patronymics which the 
mason did not complete. 

Line 228. Definite traces of closely spaced letters occur in this line, indicating 
another name. 

Lines 230-233. The number of these councillors, at least four, requires that 
they belong to one of the two remaining large demes in Oineis: Acharnai and Thria. 
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Line 234. TvpiEt`8aL is the only deme in Oineis beginning with tau, and hence is 
restored with certainty. It has a known representation of one in this period. 

Line 235. TXio-cov TXAg'rcvov, councillor for Tyrmeidai in another bouleutic list 
of this period as yet unpublished (I 5105), is restored here, albeit with some doubt, 
because the deme is small and the name TX4'o-cwv T [vp] judE8 [,] appears in patronymic 
form as father of [r]XvKEpa on a gravestone of the middle of the fourth century 
(I.G., II2, 7578). 

Line 236. A very shallow and incomplete alpha is inscribed right at the margin 
of this line. After the space of one normal letter the omikron is deeply and clearly cut 
where a demotic would begin. There is enough space following for a letter to appear 
were this the name of a councillor. Since this space is vacant, the omikron must belong 
to the demotic of Oe, generally written 'O9jOEv, the only demotic in Oineis which begins 
with omikron. 

Line 240. Only the bottom left quarter of one letter, either beta or epsilon, is 
preserved in this line. There is not enough stone on either side to indicate whether it 
belonged to a demotic. If it did, [Tptv] [,uEE^] would be the most suitable restoration 
since it would fit the space requirements with the normal indentation, and its known 
representation (two) would be in accord with that here. In addition, one of the 
councillors (line 242) could be restored as a known member of this deme. 

Line 242. [`Av]vctov would be a natural restoration here of the first name and 
'Av[vcovof] a possible restoration of the second name, since either might be identified 
with one "Avv<o>v [T]ptvEIJpEEVs father of <A>E'wv or, I believe, preferably [K] <X>E'aV 
(for reasons of symmetry) from a gravestone dated to the end of the fourth century 
(I.G., II2 7572; but cf. S.E.G., XIII, 133), were the restoration of line 240 as 
[Tptv]f [,u.EE's] more nearly certain. 

Line 246. ReE0tAXo is a common name in Halai. 
Line 252. The name IDacov is new in Attic prosopography. 
Lines 255-294. For Aiantis we are fortunate in having a prytany list of this 

same year (cf. above, p. 206). 
Line 260. Xatp [t]cv Xapwcav[r]o 0aX-qpEv4[] was secretary in 361/0 (I.G., 

II2, 116; cf. also I.G., JI2, 117). 
Line 261. KrqOrtKXA K croobc0Wvro (DaX-qpEv') appears in a list, probably of 

diaitetai, dated in the second half of the fourth century (I.G., 12, 1927, lines 108-109). 
Lines 267-282. Most of these names, and the demotic, are preserved completely 

or in part on the Aiantid prytany list of this year, though in a different order (cf. 
above, p. 206). 

Line 269. [At] o,pE'cv, restored from the prytany list of the same year, is new in 
Attic prosopography. 

Lines 271-272. Father and son occur together here as councillors. 
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Lines 274, 277, and 278. The restorationis are made on the basis of what is pre- 
served of the prytany inscription. 

Line 279. Because the surface of the bottom part of this fragment is much 
damaged, reading is extremely difficult in this line and in the lines below it. The 
restoration, made with some hesitancy, is based on line 2 of I 6143 (part of the prytany 
list), the only available line in that inscription which will fit the preserved letters here. 

Line 280. The stone preserves Motp [. . ] 'ApXayaOov, where the mu is only partly 
visible. Line 4 of I 5258 (part of the prytany list) reads in Meritt's publication 
[....7jv3 'ApXaya6[Oov]. This is naturally associated, but the first name presents 
problems. On the left side of the prytany list, just where the stone is broken, Meritt 
thought to see a vertical stroke, which he restored most naturally as nu. But the stroke 
may be only the fracture of the stone, and the restoration would conform to the spacing 
in both texts with [Motp]s in Hesperica, XXIX, 1960, p. 53, No. 71, line 4, and 
with Mo'p [s] in line 280 here. 

Line 282. [II] oXV [&cK] o0'E [Tr] LKpac[rovf] also comes from the prytany list. One 
'ErtKpa6rrq rXaViKCwV [OS] of this deme was hieropoios sometime earlier than 322 B.C. 

(I.G., II2, 410). 
Lines 284-287. These names are restored from the prytany list. Nothing of line 

287 exists on this inscription, but since the prytany list contains the same names, 
though in a different order, it is restored with certainty. The name MEVOEbov, as 
Pritchett points out, seems to be unique (Hesperica, XVI, 1947, p. 185). 

Lines 288-291. These names do not appear in this inscription, but are restored 
from the prytany list. Since the demotics, but not the councillors beneath each demotic, 
seem to occur in the same order in both inscriptions, the demotic Mapa06vtot probably 
appeared in line 288. The councillors listed in lines 289-291 must have occurred 
under this demotic, but their order and the exact line of each are uncertain. 

Line 289. llvOtr7o0 llvOk*wov MapaOcd'vto [s], probably a brother of the councillor 
here, was E'1Tw-ra6n lrpoE'8p&v in the archonship of Koroibos in 306/5 (I.G., II2, 
471, lines 9-11). 

Line 290. Timotheos of Marathon is known from a naval list and a gravestone 
of the mid fourth century (I.G., I12, 1617, line 80, and I.G., 12, 6814). 

Lines 292-294. These names are restored from the prytany list, and probably 
belong to Rhamnous. Their order and exact position within this list are not known. 

Line 292. `AvroXos, as Meritt points out (Hesperica, XXXIII, 1964, p. 169), 
does not seem to be an Athenian name, though it is known in Larisa and appears on 
the grave monument of a man from Herakleia (I.G., II2, 8565). 

Line 293. Pamphilos of Rhamnous is known from Demosthenes' speech Against 
Phainippos (XLII, 28) dated ca. 330, and may be the same man as that H6a'p4tXoq 
OeoyeLrOl-Ovs who was secretary in the archonship of Koroibos (I.G., 12, 470). The 
beginning of the patronymic in line 292 precludes the identification of the latter with 
the councillor here. 
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Line 297. 'Eparo-rparos NavO-K[V58 (ov)] is restored on the basis of the occur- 
rence of the name for a councillor from Anaphlystos in 334/3 (I.G., II2, 1750, lines 
6 and 77-78). Because of lack of space probably nothing beyond the delta was in- 
scribed on the stone. This may be the same man as the 'Eparo&Trparo3 'AAvabXio(otog) 
who appears on a mortgage stone of the mid fourth century (I.G., 1I2, 2723, lines 6-8). 

Line 298. AvITOKX r of this deme is known also from a mortgage stone (I.G., 
IIJ2 2693, lines 5-6 and 7-10). 

Line 299. 'Avrt0'vq of Anaphlystos was trierarch in 356/5 (I.G., I2, 1612b, 
line 106). 

Line 300. [N1]KO?jrn.L of Anaphlystos was secretary in 320/19 (I.G., 12, 381; 
cf. also I.G., II12, 382). His son NtKO.LaXO9 was probably the father of AL[j xtvXms 

the latter appearing in a decree praising the taxiarchs in 271/0 (Hesperia, XXIII, 
1954, p. 288, No. 182, line 7). 

Line 301. 'OXvut6o8wpos belongs to a family of Anaphlystos well attested in the 
fourth, third, and second centuries B.C. For a stemma of some of the members of 
the fourth century family see P.A., 1408 or I.G., II2, 5678. The restoration 'AIrox- 
Xo[8&6 (pov)] seems probable since the name is known in this family, but his exact 
relationship with the stemma given by Kirchner is uncertain. The ---]pos 'AiroX- 
Xo& pov of the Antiochid prytany inscription (I.G., 112, 674, line 25) of 273/2 belongs 
to the same family. 

Lines 302 and 306. 'EIrtKpa6T 'AXEetaLov of Anaphlystos was a councillor for 
Antiochis in 334/3 (I.G., 1750, line 10) and may also have been registrant of a 
mine in 342/1 (I.G., yJ2, 1582, line 159; cf. Hesperia, XIX, 1950, p. 200, note 35, 
and p. 250). ['EintKpar-qr]sg 'AXEeaL6ov, probably a grandson, was councillor for Antio- 
chis in 273/2 (I.G., I12, 674, line 26). 

Line 304. lIvvra [yopov] is new in Attic prosopography. 
Line 305. Of the kappa and the rho in 'En&K#[parov] only traces are visible. For 

this name in Anaphlystos see the note above on lines 302 and 306. 
Line 308. In <'A>,bo [rpo1ratET] the alpha appears as a delta. The following 

letters, however, make the restoration certain. 
Lines 310-319. For the assignment of Fragment X see above, p. 222. 
Line 311. The kappa appears as a sigma and the alpha is uncrossed. 
Line 317. KopaZoq K,ucvo[g] (S ax8v)), very likely the father of the coun- 

cillor here, was himself a councillor for Antiochis in 334/3 (I.G., 112, 1750, line 75) 
and trierarch sometime about the middle of the fourth century (I.G., I12, 1611, line 
353, and I.G., I12, 1622, line 707). 

Lines 320-325. The contents of this part of Fragment N have been discussed 
above, pp. 215-216. 

Line 322. The photograph (Plate 62) of Fragments N + 0 shows clearly 
what seems to be a shallow even erasure in this line. Traces of an omikron and a 
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upsilon can perhaps be made out. This is certainly not a rasura damnationis, as in 
the case of the names of the phylai Antigonis and Demetrias (lines 26 and 79), 
where the erasures are deep and effective. 

Line 323. The demotic TpWvELE (for TptvEpEEV'.) appearing within the list of 
officers at once suggests the famous family of heralds, E1'KXA^S (tXOKXEovg Tp&v., 1?iXo- 
KX EvIKXAOv Tpwv., so very well known from the inscriptions of this period. The 
formula for the restoration of the first part of this line is not absolutely certain, but 
since four lines, and possibly five, seem to end in demotics it is reasonable to assume that 
each contained the name of one officer with his title. The restoration [K?dJpvH /ovXjs 
Ka& &jMov E1KXs IDtX0KXE'oV] fits the requirements of space and has been here made. 
Among the other officers certainly a secretary and a treasurer must have appeared, 
and possibly an anagrapheus and an antigrapheus. 

Lines 326-351. Fragments Q, R, S, and T are presented here unassigned. For 
their possible positions on the stele see p. 221 (Q), (R), (S), and pp. 221-222 (T). 

Line 326. The iota is preserved completely, but only a trace of a preceding letter 
is visible. 

Line 328. Only the vertical stroke of the last letter is preserved. The spacing 
is perhaps too wide for an iota but no name with a tau seems to be known. 

Line 342. For a discussion of the possible restorations of this demotic see p. 221, 
where the assignment of Fragment S is also discussed. 

Line 345. This is evidently another case of a very much abbreviated patronymic. 
Line 347. Only the top part remains of what was most likely an epsilon. There 

is barely enough space following to indicate that it probably belonged to a demotic, 
hence one ending in - - E'L. 

Lines 348-351. Like Fragment R, Fragment T contains only a few letters and 
cannot be assigned except arbitrarily. It appears to show the endings of the names 
of four councillors. 
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